Molecular Bonding of Predissociative CO on Fe(100): Molecular Orbital Perspective.
On Fe(100), CO molecules can get activated efficiently so that CO bond breaking occurs with its transition state in close connection to the adsorbate. The CO bonding thus serves as a prototype model, nicely representing a balance of two simultaneous processes, namely, bond making with the surface and bond breaking within the adsorbate. Such unique configuration highlighting the interplay of two fundamental processes in one adsorption geometry, about which chemists have often fantasized, provides a viable solution to understand the very fundamental aspects of chemistry exemplified in a broad range of disciplines. Using density functional theory calculations, in this paper, we get a glimpse into how the CO bond activation is gestated and initiated in the adsorbate, wherein orbital cooperation in CO activation is evidenced by external CO bond making with the metal and internal CO bond breaking. We find that the symmetry breaking of occupied molecular orbitals in both 5σ and 1π symmetries marks efficient CO bond activation, which is reinforced by 1π → 2π excitations and 2π backdonation that are coupled with the symmetry transition of partially occupied 2π orbitals to a rotational symmetry. Our findings promote our knowledge of CO bond activation beyond the established picture of 5σ donation and 2π backdonation without symmetry breaking and may have insightful implications on orbital control of molecular activation, with further possible impact on elucidating the physical basis of heterogeneous catalysis.